Morphometric analysis of gold particles in low-label cell compartments.
Quantitative estimation of the binding of gold-conjugated ligands to various cell organelles has become a commonly used method to quantify the amount of ligand-binding sites associated with those organelles. However, often a small percentage of organelles is labeled or the density of gold labeling is low. We have defined the "gold-labeled region" as a zone that has a boundary defined by the localization of the outermost gold particles. Such a phenomenon was recently observed in a study of the internalization of gold-labeled native surfactant into lamellar bodies of cultured pulmonary type II cells. We estimated the size and density of gold-labeled regions in lamelar bodies using a simple stereological approach and demonstrated that the low percentage of gold-labeled organelles can be explained as a result of the probability of random selecting through the labeled areas. Our method, which permits use of transmission electron microscopy to calculate the true parameters of gold-labeled regions, can significantly facilitate analyses of ligand binding to various cell compartments.